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A LAKE OSWEGO HOME LEAVES ITS BROWN CABINETS AND DARK INTERIOR BEHIND
AND IS TRANSFORMED INTO A WARM AND TRANQUIL LIGHT-FILLED SPACE THAT
TAKES ADVANTAGE OF ITS BEAUTIFUL FOREST SETTING.
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The dining room’s tones of light and dark set a
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RIGHT A composite of all the elements in the redesign, the breakfast area weds dark wood, the
trees, a light and airy feel and a
practical eating area for the Lake
Oswego family. Facing the kitchen, the eating area is also close to
the living and dining rooms and
shares many of the same shapes
and tones to provide fluid cohesion throughout the home’s public areas. When rooms are in such
proximity, such cohesion creates
a more soothing and nurturing
atmosphere and, in this case, provides the peaceful, light and airy
design that the homeowners requested. Designer Baines’ eclectic touch ensured that the rooms
looked as if they had evolved and
will grow with the family.

LEFT The 18 month long project started in the dining room.
Sage green walls were papered in a light pattern, new mirrors
were hung to reflect the light and cabinetry was transformed
with paint. OPPOSITE The living room underwent a similar
transformation and repeated many of the same elements.
In both rooms it was important to the homeowners to allow
in as much natural light as possible and to use the view of
the outside forest as a focal point. BOTTOM LEFT In the
guest powder room, the application of tones was reversed
from that seen in the living and dining areas with the use of
a darker wallpaper and dark cabinetry. Yet Baines maintained
a feeling of airiness by hanging a mirror on a wall of mirrors
and installing a new counter top.

of older antiques.” She mixed the Jane Austen-like day
bed with elements from other eras, such as the iconic
mid-century chairs by Adrian Pearsall, to give the room a
welcoming modern Regency aura.
“I like to look at shapes,” she said about unifying the elements of the space. “I try to find continuity. In the living
room, there is metal in the bench in the front of the fireplace and in the tables in front of the day bed. There are
curves in the tables’ legs and that shape is in the Adrian
Pearsall chairs. The coffee table adds a rustic touch and
adds some contrast to the other finishes.”
The room’s most spectacular rustic touch, however, is a
branch chandelier from Trimble Kelly Studios (available
to the trade). Also in the room is a sofa from Trio Furniture and a wing chair that the couple had recovered.
The goal here was to create a warm and peaceful retreat
where the couple could relax, entertain or read bedtime
stories to their sons.
Elements used in the dining and living rooms were repeated in the powder room. A chain pattern from Phillip
Jeffries papers the walls while layers of mirrors not only
reflect light but also the chain pattern. The vintage chandelier repeats the link effect in its crystal chains. Here,
however, the dark brown cabinetry was painted gray and
covered with a new marble counter.
The kitchen may have received the most dramatic transformation. Dark cabinetry was removed from either side
of the sink and replaced by a backsplash of marble over
which zinc floating shelves were installed. The sink area
was spruced up by a new gantry-style faucet. The trim
and remaining cabinetry were also painted in the soft,
but durable white used elsewhere. Baines added Tarsus
Lantern pendants to provide additional lighting to the
space. Their punched metal design creates a pattern of
tiny pinpricks of light across the ceiling at night. Walnut
bar stools from Organic Modernism are set around the
island to provide seating for more informal family meals
and to introduce a more granular design element.
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The home’s kitchen was transformed by a refresh rather than by a remodel; both the appliances and the footprint were retained by the homeowners. The only structural change introduced by Baines was to remove the upper cabinets that flanked the kitchen window. In their
place, a new marble backsplash extends up the wall from the counter to the ceiling and, in a
showing of true craftsmanship with attention to detail, the marble veins are matched as they
move around the corner to the adjoining wall. New floating shelves of zinc are equipped with
LED lights and provide a display area. Roman shades over the windows help control daylight
while pendants reminiscent of Morocco provide nighttime ambience.

More than in any other room, the outdoors is welcomed inside in the kitchen’s eating
area. A custom tree trunk-shaped table base is an echo of the view outside the window. Covered with zinc, the table provides a gathering space for the family of four.
The table’s curves are repeated in the shape of the banquette and in the backs of the
dining chairs. Sheer white curtains frame the tall windows, while a second chandelier
from Currey and Co. lights the space when the sun goes down. “The dark wood floor
‘ground’ reflects the outdoors and the grounding of the earth particularly when you
are looking through the window at the tree canopy,” Baines added.
“I like the similar geometries found in the rooms and how the shapes move throughout the space. It’s all painted from the same brush. It makes a house feel cohesive and
not matchy-matchy.”
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